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Gregg Braden will be hosting a three-part online event series called Exploring Fractal Time: Choice Point 2012 beginning November 3, 2010. For over 20 years, Gregg has been a leading authority on ancient prophecies, sacred sites, and lost spiritual practices. His books The Divine Matrix, Awakening to Zero Point,
Walking Between the Worlds, and The Isaiah Effect explore what he calls the fractal cycles of time, the energy that lies at the center of the Milky Way, and what we can learn from ancient cultures about what he calls choosing with our hearts. An award winning filmmaker, his award-winning films include The Isaiah

Effect, Exploring Fractal Time: Choice Point 2012, The Divine Matrix, and Light Code. Visit www.GreggBraden.com for more information and a complete list of Gregg Braden YouTube videos. You can also sign up to receive videos and blogs by email. Gregg also blogs at www.facebook.com/GreggBraden.com and
www.twitter.com/Greggb . GREGG BRADENS THE FOUNDING CHEESE of the Hay House publishing company is the New Age writer and speaker who has established himself as the worlds leading expert in the area of Divine Matrix and advanced spiritual principles. His books, The Divine Matrix and The Isaiah Effect have
recently been translated into a dozen languages, and have become bestsellers in many countries. He has been featured in National Geographic Channel programs Ancient Aliens and missing links. His private health science and spiritual practices have been featured on the Larry King show, The Montel Williams Show,
Larry Mansfield, Chris Rose and Tami Simon on X-radio. If you have never before had the chance to see Gregg Bradens fascinating talks, videos or private events, nows your time to visit the FREE event directory and sign up to become an Event Listing Member to help you receive his free Event Blasts bi-monthly email

as he shares the most exciting new events and speeches throughout the world. Vist the Event Listing Directory
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But it doesnt have to be that way. Greggs research shows that humans are already
working together to heal the planet. He calls this the power of cooperative creation. We

just have to learn how to connect to each other. Its really that simple. The power of
cooperation is the only thing that can heal our earth, because we can never fully destroy
the loving and intelligent being that is our planet. When we create our own consciousness

and think in that creation, we can then create everything around us, in addition to the
world we really want to create. Gregg gives us the keys to creating our own conscious
creation by describing his research into the four dimensions of the world, which are: 1)
the conscious awareness of earth, 2) the symbolic consciousness of the heavens, 3) the

transformative consciousness of the Spirit, and 4) the creative consciousness of the
future. He teaches us how to connect to these dimensions as they relate to the world and

our own life situations. And he shows how to take the powers of the earth, spirit, and
future into our consciousness so we can re-create our reality in the world we want to

create. And this work can ultimately be experienced by every human on the earth right
now. If you would like to learn more about the power of cooperation, make sure to check
out Greggs incredible work. In the meantime, here are some images of our own treasured
earth, which Gregg called the matrix of our own conscious creation, allowing you to feel
the feelings of what it means to experience this creation for your life. We unconditionally
guarantee your satisfaction with all Sounds True download and physical products for one

year when purchased via our website. If a Sounds True product fails to meet your
expectations for any reason, simply contact Sounds True Customer Service for a full

refund. For items purchased from Sounds True that are manufactured by other
companies, we indicate the refund period in the product description. 5ec8ef588b
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